HOW TO LIVE IN SIN FOR ONE YEAR WITH GOD'S (THE CHURCH'S) BLESSING

Elliott #1010

I just don't know what the world is coming to, but the inevitable has happened again.
This time, a mainline clergyman and wife--Ken and Jeanadele Magner--have come out with
a nonmarriage wedding service for a year of what we used to call "trial marriage" (and
they call, as chap.11 of their LIBERATED SEX [Berkley Medallion/77], "The Year of Testing" or "a consortium year"). In spite of sloppy logic and sticky sentimentality, the
thing has enough merit to justify a thinksheet. I'm tempted to provide you with a
very critical commentary on the whole idea and on the text below, but I'll leave that
to you. If in your counseling you come upon occasion for such a rite, this form will
provide a base for (1) deciding whether such a rite is a proper extension of evangelic
sacramentalism and (2) shaping, if you decide yes, your own form with the nonbride and
nongroom.
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